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Puffin in flight
In order to more dramatically capture the
back light filtering through the wings,
a very slow shutter speed and panning
technique was used. Skomer Island, UK
Nikon D810, Nikkor 400mm f/2.8E FL,
ISO 100, 1/60sec at f/9

Richard Peters
In February this year, Richard Peters took a picture that
would win awards in two of the world’s biggest wildlife
photography competitions. He reveals the careful planning
behind his celebrated image of a fox’s shadow, his hopes
for his new eBook, and why he believes you don’t have
to travel to exotic locations to get great photos…
Interview by Keith Wilson
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Congratulations on your success – GDT
European Wildlife Photographer of the
Year 2015. Have you got used to it?
Nope! I don’t think I will get used to the idea actually.
It’s just surreal, very surreal. You always enter a
competition hoping you will get somewhere but I never
entered expecting to win. I entered just thinking let’s
see what happens.
More than 17,000 entries as well…
It’s crazy, crazy, especially when seeing the standard of

the competition and how it’s grown over the last few
years. Every year there are some amazing pictures in
there, so it makes it all the more surreal to be honest.
About your picture, the fox, we can’t see it
but it’s definitely there. It’s an intriguing
picture because it is a shadow.
How did you take it?
Well, the idea for the picture came about probably six
months before. I knew I had foxes coming into the back
garden. We’d just had some building work done and we

didn’t have a security light on in the back of the house,
so I was shining a torch out the back each night to see
what was going on and to take pictures of them coming
and going. One night this fox came out from behind the
shed and walked through this torchlight and cast this
really nice shadow. I thought that would make a really
cool photo if you could get the shadow in the picture
somehow. That’s where the idea came from originally.
How many attempts did you make?
The first time just tried to get the shadow on the
Shadow walker
Richard’s award-winning image of a fox shadow
taken in the back garden of his home in Surrey. As
well as earning him the title of European Wildlife
Photographer of the Year 2015, this image also won
the urban wildlife category at this year’s Wildlife
Photographer of the Year competition in London
Nikon D810, Nikkor 18-35mm f/3.5-4.5G at 31mm,
ISO 1250, Nikon SB-800 flash, Camtraptions
PIR motion sensor, tripod

wall, just this big thing in the frame so there would
be nothing else but this shadow. It kind of worked
but it was quite difficult to take the picture because
the fox was in the way of the wall. It’s hard to explain
but you kind of want the fox to be see-through so you
can see through it to its shadow, because otherwise
it’s just going to be in the way of its own shadow. So
I had a couple of goes and it was ok, but I couldn’t get
the shadow quite right, so I thought I’ll leave it and
come back another day, and went on to take different
pictures. Four or five months later I thought, I’m going
to have another crack at this shadow idea.
By this time I had been experimenting with capturing
the night sky with long exposures and trying to capture
the fox with the sky in the background and the stars,
so I thought, ‘Right, I’m going to do this shot again but
I’m going to use a wideangle to get the houses in the
background, to give it a bit of context and the night
sky as well’.
The upstairs light on in the corner
is a lovely touch…
Yes, it was one of my neighbours, a complete chance.
It adds the human element: you can see the houses and
you know people are in them because there’s a light on.
It gives you that connection and adds a human element
to the picture.
Your back garden is famous now!
Well, the wall is! The light being on was just chance,
it was luck basically.
So how did you get the shadow in the end?
To actually get the shot I put the camera on a tripod, up
quite high so you could see over the wall to the houses
beyond, but pointing back down at an angle slightly so
you could get the bottom of the wall in. I had a flashgun
attached to the bottom of the tripod at ground level so
when it went off it would cast an even shadow. If the
flash was quite high the shadow would have been at a
weird angle. I wanted it to look like a fox, not a distorted
kind of fox. ›

“I had a flashgun attached
to the bottom of the tripod at
ground level so when it went off
it would cast an even shadow”
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Moonlight badger
Using a long exposure enabled this urban
badger scene to be partially lit by the
moonlight. My garden, Surrey, UK
Nikon D810, Nikkor 18-35mm f/3.5-4.5G at
18mm, ISO 800, 20sec at f/9, ISO 800, Nikon
SB-28 flashgun, Camtraptions PIR sensor
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› The trick to it really was working out where the fox

needed to walk so it would cast a good shadow but not
be too close to the wall that you would start to see the
fox at the bottom of the frame. It was a bit tricky. It
walked past the camera a few times and I got some
shadows that were huge and just looked like big blobs,
and I got the fox in the frame a few times, but that was
the one within in the frame where it walked the exact

“I don’t care if I’m taking a picture
of a pigeon or a lion, if it’s in a really
nice setting and the light is right then
it’s going to be a good photo”

distance it needed to be in order to cast a shadow. And
it happened to be in a really good pose because there’s
that random element as well. It could have been walking
at a weird angle, or its feet could have been too close
together so you couldn’t see them all, so everything
came together by chance. Well, not by chance because
I planned it. But there were a lot of elements that could
have gone wrong.

How far was the fox from the wall and
from the camera?
My decking is probably eight feet wide, so there was
probably eight feet between the camera and the wall
and the fox was halfway along. To work out the framing
I actually used a plastic clothes bucket I use for the
washing! That on the decking is about the height of
the fox and I used that to frame the camera up and say,

right this is roughly where the fox needs to be. Then it
was partly down to chance.
It was a widenagle lens, what sort of focal
length?
It was a Nikon 18-35mm f/3.5-4.5 G lens, the latest
version and I think it was 31mm in the end, the perfect
kind of focal length. If it was too wide, you’d start seeing
the decking and the fox, so it was about finding that
perfect balance where I knew the fox wouldn’t be in the
frame but its shadow would be the right size.
It’s perfectly framed, it really is…
I used a motion sensor to trigger the camera. The
motion sensor was next to the flash but I covered most
of it up so that it was like a direct beam rather than a
wide field of view, and lined it up roughly with where I
wanted the fox to be when the camera went off, which
is how I got the framing right with the shadow. But
there’s still a bit of leeway, so there are a couple of
pictures where it triggered too early and a couple of
pictures where it triggered too late. It all depends on
the speed the fox is moving at well.
He seems to be a fox who is moving with
ease, comfortable with his surroundings.
Well, I’ve been photographing him for a while now and
there’s a badger that visits frequently as well.
Really?
Oh yeah, a badger and the fox. It’s taken a while to get
to the stage where I am now. Initially, the sound of the
camera would just scare them – the fox would be gone
as soon as the camera went off, but now it just ignores it.
It knows nothing is going to happen, it’s not going to get
hurt, there’s no danger. It just ignores it, so that helps.

Pigeon
By waiting for this pigeon
to walk through a pocket of
dappled light on my shed roof,
an atmospheric portrait was
created. My garden, Surrey, UK
Nikon D800, Nikkor 600mm f/4
VR, ISO 125, 1/640sec at f/4
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How long have you been taking wildlife
images?
I’ve been interested in photography since 2002 and I
dipped in and out of taking pictures of animals. I wouldn’t
say I was a wildlife photographer then but I took photos
of birds, herons along the canal, that sort of thing. Then
around 2010, I really focused my care and attention onto
it and decided to make a go of it and it’s grown from
there. Five years or so now.
What else do you photograph? Do you have
favourite subjects or locations for your
photography?
Everyone likes to travel to see something cool and
exciting but over the last year or two I am more about ›
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› the conditions the animal is in rather than the animal

itself, so to me I don’t care if I’m taking a picture of a
pigeon or a lion, if it’s in a really nice setting and the
light is right then to me it’s going to be a good photo
regardless of what the subject is.
Yeah, there are locations that are great to be in –
Africa is amazing, it’s beautiful, but some of my most
rewarding pictures I’ve taken in recent times have been
in my back garden.

Red Kite
Study of a red kite after landing on a hillside
in the countryside, creating beautifully
diffused surroundings. Stokenchurch,
Buckinghamshire, England, UK
Nikon D4, Nikkor 600mm f/4 VR + 1.4x TC14EII converter, ISO 1250, 1/2500sec at f/8

Absolutely. In your local area there are other
species that you’re photographing too.
Yeah, we’ve got a good population of roe deer around here
and I occasionally go out and try to get a few pictures
of them when I can. They’re quite hard to photograph
because they’re very skittish but they’re lovely animals.
Where do you get your inspiration from?
Good question. I take inspiration from not just wildlife
photographers. I’ve always been quite a creative person.
When I was a school I always liked art and design. I’ve
always had this natural creative streak. I see things all
the time that inspire me. It could be a portrait photo, it
could be a picture of a car, literally a photo of anything
can inspire me. Not just a photo either, I could be
walking along and the light shines through the trees
on something and creates an interesting effect and that
can inspire me into taking a picture or trying to achieve
a certain picture. I take inspiration from anything.
Are there other arts that inspire you
or grab your attention?
The short answer is not really. I watch a lot of
documentaries and films. The cinematography can
be amazing, even in TV programmes. Whenever I’m
watching or reading anything I think I’m constantly
looking at it from a visual perspective. Even a magazine,
the way it’s laid out, I’ll look at it and think that’s really
cool, the text is right, the font’s nice. It’s just the way
I’m programmed, I’m always looking at something
from a visual perspective, whether it’s a photograph or
something on a page.
How important has entering competitions
been to you, even before this unexpected
success?
Competitions are very subjective. People think
competitions are very important in the sense that it’s
recognition of your work. And yes, it is recognition of
your work, but it is very subjective, so it’s important
to remember that if you haven’t been successful in a
competition it doesn’t mean that your pictures are no
good. I’ve entered many pictures into competitions
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“It’s important to remember that if you haven’t
been successful in a competition it doesn’t
mean that your pictures are no good”
and 99% of them have had no recognition at all, but I
don’t then go away and think my pictures are not of the
right standard. I just think, ‘That’s fine, I still know my
pictures are of a good quality.’ Don’t place importance
on failure in a competition because it’s not the be all
and end all.
Having said that, obviously it’s very rewarding when
your pictures are recognized by competitions, but the
important thing for me is that you just focus on what
you want to do and you get on with taking pictures and
you don’t just take this picture because I want to get it

into a competition. Take the pictures for yourself, and
for your enjoyment and for your own love of taking
photos, and the rest will follow.
You can’t say to yourself I’m going away on a trip for
two weeks to take some pictures because I want to enter
a competition this year. You have to think: ‘I’m going
away to take some pictures because I want to’, then
afterwards look through them and if you see one that
you think is pretty cool and maybe unique then enter it.
But don’t take it with the idea of entering it because you
will never succeed that way.

What are the best tips and advice that you
would pass on to someone who is not as
experienced as you are but is looking to
succeed, much as you tried to when you
first started?
Another good question. You just have to get out there
and take pictures, that’s the most important thing.
When I first started I used to post pictures on
photography forums a lot and ask for advice and
critique and see what people thought about my work.
Sometimes they liked my pictures, but sometimes they ›
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Lion’s breath
As the sun rose over the
Maasai Mara, this lioness
obliged by walking across
the frame, her breath being
highlighted by the warm rays.
Maasai Mara, Kenya, Africa
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Nikon D4, Nikkor 600mm f/4 VR,
ISO 800,
Wild
1/500sec
Planet 93
at f/4

I’ve just been taking photos of whatever comes into the
garden just to show what is possible.
Is this in the course of a particular time
frame, like one year?
Yeah, but the project isn’t to say a year in the life of
my garden. Even beyond the release of the book I will
continue doing it to build up a bigger collection of images.
It’s been over the course of a year, but it’s not just about
that year. It’s just that’s how long it has taken so far. The
whole idea is to say it doesn’t matter what your camera
equipment is, you can still take cool pictures and you
don’t have to go anywhere to do it.
Just to be aware of your own surroundings?
Exactly.
It’s a cool idea. Is it only as an eBook?
Just an eBook for now. I would like to do perhaps a
hard copy eventually, but for now, just to test the waters
it’s going to be an eBook, quite informative, lots of
illustration, advice and how to make the most of your
surroundings with the equipment you have now.
Have you got a title for it?
I do, yes. Back Garden Safari: wildlife photography
on your doorstep.

Deer in rimlight
Shooting towards a distant treeline and
underexposing the image resulted in a
beautiful rim-lit portrait of this red deer.
Richmond Park, London, England, UK
Nikon D7200, Nikkor 300mm f/4 PF + 1.4x
TC-14EIII converter, ISO 360, 1/2500sec at f/8

› didn’t. Even now I always take critique on board.

“I’ve just been taking photos of
whatever comes into the garden
just to show what is possible”

If I post a picture on Facebook and someone doesn’t
like it, I don’t take offence to that, I actually try to see it
from their point of view. Have they got a point?
Sometimes they do, sometimes they don’t, it’s my
opinion but it’s important you don’t take everything to
heart because photography is very subjective.
and I hadn’t told anyone I was doing that project. I didn’t
want to tell people I was working on something, partly
Facebook is incredibly influential in terms
because it could have failed. I wanted to keep it under
of the feedback it generates. Did you post
wraps until the time was right. Obviously now, because
your winning picture on Facebook before
of the success of the picture, is the right time to show
entering it?
the whole project.
No.
Ok then, now is the time to reveal the project!
Why was that?
Yes, there’s an eBook. When I started the project it was
Because it was part of a bigger project I was working on just for myself to start with. The whole idea of it was that
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Richard Peters first became
interested in photography
in 2002, and focuses mostly
on British wildlife, especially
badgers, foxes and roe deer.
He also photographs the
iconic African species on safari and his work
is widely published in UK and international
magazines. He is a proficient blogger and
writer and produces bespoke content for clients
you can take amazing pictures anywhere. You don’t have including Nikon UK and the Eden TV channel.
to travel, you can stay at home, so I thought that was what l http://www.richardpeters.co.uk
I was going to do, I’m going to concentrate on taking
pictures at home because not everyone has the time or
The timing of Richard’s success
the money to be able to travel, and it’s important to get
in the European Wildlife
over the mindset that you have to travel to somewhere
Photographer of the Year and
cool to take exciting pictures, because you don’t.
Wildlife Photographer of the
I got quite lucky admittedly in that while doing this
Year competitions could not
I discovered I had a badger visiting the garden, which
have been better – it coincided
was just complete chance. It’s been over a year now of
with the launch of his eBook,
almost every night trying to take pictures, not just at
Back Garden Safari, which
night. I don’t have many varieties of birds coming into
explains the techniques behind
garden sadly, but I have some pigeons that come in quite his award-winning Shadow Walker image and
a lot. Although most people think pigeons are kind of many of his other urban wildlife images.
boring, I thought, not necessarily, if they’re in the right To purchase your copy visit:
conditions you can do something interesting with them. l http://www.richardpeters.co.uk/ebook.html
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